Traveling Around the Valley
Getting around by bicycle continues to get easier with the growing number of bicycle facilities throughout the valley. The Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC), in cooperation with local governments, community partners and others, has made great strides towards making bicycling more accessible and convenient as a mode of travel. Currently, there are more than 150 miles of bicycle trails, and nearly 400 miles of bicycle lanes and shared use paths in the valley with the addition of many more planned for the future.

Bicycle with Transit
Bicycling is a great way to access the valley’s transit system and cross city boundaries in the comfort. All RTC buses are equipped with bicycle racks, most with room for three. The RTC’s public transit system carries more than 50,000 bikes each month. There is no additional cost to bring your bicycle along for the ride.

Club Ride
Club Ride: Computer Services is the RTC’s free program for employees and commuters to reduce traffic congestion and improve air quality. Through a variety of incentives including a monthly rewards program, members receive access to special benefits such as the discounted EZ Rider Transit Pass and Guaranteed Rider Home programs, and exclusive discounts available to a variety of local merchants. Club Ride also encourages commuters to try new ways to get to work including walking, bicycling, riding transit, carpooling and more. We invite you to be a part of this movement. Learn more at rcltr.com/club-ride.

RTC Bike Center
Located inside the Bonneville Transit Center (BTC) in downtown Las Vegas, the RTC Bike Center is a full-service bicycle shop and repair facility that provides free indoor parking for up to 75 bikes a time. Members who pay for premium membership also have access to lockers, redeem and provide showers that are available for exclusive use and located within the Bike Center.

The Bike Center is open Monday through Saturday 7 am to 7 pm. Visit rcltr.com for more information.
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Bicycle Route
A bicycle route is a roadway corridor with wider outside lanes and roadway stripes for bikers. It provides a safe alternative to mixed traffic and encourages back and forth pedestrian and bicycle access to the sidewalk.

Bicycle Lane
A bicycle lane is a portion of a roadway that has been designated using striping, signing and pavement markings for the use of bicyclists.

Shared-Use Path
A shared-use path is a paved trail facility that is physically separated from vehicular traffic by an open space or barrier. These facilities are open to cyclists as well as pedestrians, skaters, wheelchair users and other non-motorized users.
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